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Cold shoulder tops are one of those trends that you either love instantly or are completely bewildered by. Especially with closefitting
tops and dresses, shoulder cut outs can be puzzling. A longsleeved turtleneck with bare shoulders? When exactly are you supposed
to wear that? When is it cold enough for turtlenecks, but warm enough for bare shoulders?
But when done right, a cold shoulder top can be stylish and just right. Cushie b’s shoulder tops are ethereally beautiful. Worn over a
camisole (included), these sheer tops are boho chic.
These tops look so effortless, like you just threw them on with very little thought to how fabulous you look. Pair them with jeans for a
casual date night, or with your favorite pants for dinner at the best restaurant in town.
The shape is flattering for all body shapes. If you’re pear shaped, you’ll have all the room your hips need. If your body has an
inverted triangle shape, the fabric will hang beautifully from your shoulders and bust. Apple shaped? It will drape over your curves.
Turquoise Watercolor Floral Print
Silk Chiﬀon Shoulder Top

Hourglass or rectangle shaped? You look good in pretty much anything – including this.
These tops are oversized without adding any bulk. Since they’re sheer, they don’t make you look

bigger than you are. But since they’re big themselves, they give your curves plenty of room to breathe. Don’t feel like wearing
shapewear today? This top will let you be stylish and comfortable all at once.
With these tops, the shoulder slits are all part of the barely there look. It’s perfect for when you want to show some skin, but not too
much. It’s sexy without being anything close to vulgar. It’s loosefitting without being frumpy.
The camisole comes with adjustable straps for a perfect fit. Both the cami and top are made from silk chiffon – how luxurious!
Cushie b’s cold shoulder top comes in three prints – turquoise watercolor floral, watercolor grey
tone snakeskin, and watercolor copper tone snakeskin.
And when would you wear it? Spring, Summer and early Fall. Chiffon breathes, so it’s good for
warm weather. But silk can keep you warm in cool weather, so it’s fine for cool Summer nights and a mild Autumn chill.
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